
 
 
 
 

Building Student Ownership in Learning Using SpringBoard 

Overview: In this workshop, participants will revisit key ideas from the Initial Institute in order to continue to build 
confidence using SpringBoard with their students. They will reflect on their successes and challenges and examine 
classroom strategies and protocols that support student ownership of learning. Participants will leave having gained 
insight into questions about their implementation and with a sharper ability to purposefully plan for student ownership of 
learning in their classrooms. 

Outcomes: 
• Greater expertise in identifying strategies and protocols to support student independence in order to plan 

student-centered instruction aligned to college and career readiness standards. 
 

Agenda at a Glance 
 6-hour day* 

Welcome and Reflection on Implementation 
Provides an opportunity to establish norms to facilitate a collaborative workshop environment and reflect on their 

implementation of SpringBoard math and management of a student-centered classroom 

50 minutes 
Student Access to Critical Mathematics: Collaboration and Grouping 

Examine how student collaboration and grouping facilitate engagement and provide access to critical 
mathematical content 

45 minutes 

Student Access to Rigor: A Focus on Strategies 
Examine how learning strategies support student collaboration, facilitate pacing, and provide access to critical 

mathematics 

1 hour and 10 minutes 
Building Student Ownership through Backward Design: Unpacking the EA 

Examine how unpacking an Embedded Assessment supports student ownership of learning 
 

35 minutes 
Understanding the Learning Experience: Focus on Strategies 

Experience a student-centered SB lesson to examine how learning strategies are incorporated to build student 
collaboration, facilitate pacing, and provide access to critical mathematics 

 
55 minutes 

Make Each Lesson Your Own: Plan Daily Instruction 
Plan for implementation of key SB learning strategies, procedures, and grouping techniques to support student 

ownership of learning 
 

30 minutes 
Closing and Reflection 

Synthesizes today’s learning, connecting it to beliefs about purposeful planning and backward design to create a 
student-centered classroom 

 
15 minutes 
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